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Come visit us:    Block 3     row 32     stand 656
As per our original business plan, Kiwi Country Clothing is  

now for sale as a going concern.
Expressions of interest to David Johnston and  

Co Accountants 047 84028 or email alan@davidjohnston.ie.

Farm Vet Farrier CoatPossum merino ensemble the soCk You Don’t Wash

Made from Merino, Possum 
and Angora; they boast some 
great attributes. 

-   No smell, so sweat,  
rare washing needed  
and great longevity  
for durability. 

-   Warm in winter,  
cool in summer and  
hard wearing yet very  
soft against the skin.

-   Made for welly boot,  
work boot or  
hiking boot 

Price: €60

It may not be an ideal candidate 
for the catwalk, but this New 
Zealand farm jacket is an essential 
addition to outdoor workwear. It 
has short sleeves, long tail and a 
warm thermal lining throughout, 
including the pockets. Plus it has a 
wax and oil coating, is guaranteed 
100% waterproof, and 100% 
breathable. And it does not tear on 
barbed wire. Cleaning instructions 
on the label brings a smile to the 
face; ‘hang & hose’. 

Comes in sizes small to 5XL. 
Extensive range of smart casual 
wear also available.

Price: €190

Possum merino silk is a blend of 
possum fur, superfine merino wool 
and silk to create a super light, 
super warm fabric. It is 55% warmer 
than merino, 35% warmer than 
cashmere, and unlike cashmere 
it does not pill or ball and it does 
not itch the skin, which is good 
news for anyone who can’t wear 
wool. Interestingly, it has been 
proven to work successfully for 
people who suffer from diabetes, 
reynaud’s syndrome or have 
poor circulation. 

Price: Zip cardy: €220
 Endless wrap scarf: €79
 Slouch beanie: €45
 Wristwarmers: €40

CheCk out our Fanny and Freddie adams handmade stoma underwear  
... soFt. strong. no movement.  no irritation.  all Cotton ...


